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Role: PPC and SEO Manager 

Reports to: Head of Marketplaces  

  

 

Purpose:  

Responsible for increasing profitability by growing revenue through promotional activity and digital 

advertising with a focus on positive ROI. You will manage all of SEO activity as well as the day to day 

advertising activities across all channels which include Amazon EU and Amazon US, Google, as well 

as social media advertising. You will employ best industry standards to deliver own strategy to meet 

business objectives. 

  

 

What we’re looking for: 

- Responsible for tactical set-up and daily management, review and optimisation of paid 

advertising campaigns through Amazon Marketing Services in Europe and USA, SEM 

campaigns on Google, Bing, Facebook, and other advertising platforms. 

- Develops and executes efficient and effective digital advertising strategy, executes tests, 

collects and analyses data and results, identifies trends and insights in order to achieve 

maximum ROI in paid search campaigns. 

- Tracks and optimises KPIs like keyword bids, account daily and monthly budget caps, 

impression share, quality score and other important account metrics. 

- Ensures continuous improvement of campaign management by providing written high-level 

insights daily and weekly as well as planning strategic endeavours to maximise ROAS. 

- Monitors organic keyword ranking and implements PPC strategies to improve rankings across 

the board. 

- Optimises copy and landing pages, including Amazon Store Front, for search engine marketing 

through ongoing keyword discovery, expansion and optimisation 

- Provides expertise and advice to team members within the Sales and Marketing Team in 

content creation to ensure SEO best practices are properly implemented  
- Keeps up to date with industry updates, including new commercial opportunities from 

partners and social channels and presenting opportunities to line manager. 

- Identifies areas of strength/opportunity based upon business analytics. 

- Monitors and analyses competitor’s behaviour within the marketplace. 

- Understands and continuously monitors brand and product performance, maximising the 

return on any brand and marketing investments in order to achieve targets 



  

 

Who we’re looking for: 

- Demonstrated success of search engine optimisation and delivering paid campaigns to 

increase revenue. 

- 5 years’ experience in paid marketing management/SEO with at least 3 years focused on 

advertising direct on Amazon’s marketplace. 

- Analytical horsepower focused on creating, analysing and activating key insights. 

- Curious mindset into how shopper’s needs and behaviours are evolving and the ability to apply 

insight to drive a positive change in the paid advertising landscape. 

- Self-starter and proactive, enthusiastic, and self-motivated with a passion for achievement 

and the drive to make things happen.  

- An effective communicator who can build trusting relationships internally/externally and 

influence multiple stakeholders. 

- Analytical, meticulous to detail, with a logical and methodical approach to problem solving. 

- Able to demonstrate financial and commercial acumen. 

- Ability to contribute within a team environment. 

- Demonstrated ability to influence cross-functionally. 

- Understanding of P&L and JBP process advantageous. 

- Can Do attitude. 

  

 


